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An orca breaches in the waters near Canoe Cove.
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Trudeau announces national carbon pricing

rime Minister Justin Trudeau has
announced a national carbon pricing plan
that will set a ‘floor price’ of $10 per tonne
in 2018 and rise a further $10 each year until it
reaches $50 in 2022.
The new plan requires provinces to come up
with an equivalent carbon pricing plan by 2018 or
have one imposed on them by the federal
government. Each province will be able to choose
their own method of pricing—cap-and-trade or a
carbon tax—and all revenues generated from the
tax in a province will also stay in that province.

Natalie Dunsmuir

Support and Opposition

A majority of the public support carbon pricing,
according to a Nanos Research poll of 1,000
Canadians. Fifty-nine percent of respondents
were found to support or somewhat support
putting a price on carbon emissions. Sixty-two
percent supported or somewhat supported the
idea of setting a minimum national carbon price.
Seventy percent of respondents also believe that
climate change is a significant threat to Canada’s
economic future.
‘The public is sending a clear signal: They’re
tired of bickering among politicians,’ said Merran
Smith, executive director of Clean Energy Canada,
which requested the public support survey.
‘Canadians want to see provinces do their part,
but they also want the federal government to pick
up the slack if the provinces don’t deliver the
necessary results.’
However, Canada’s politicians haven’t yet
stopped ‘bickering’, as Smith phrases it—
agreement is far from reached among Canada’s
premiers as to the carbon tax. Alberta’s premier
Rachel Notley has said that her province will not
support the pricing scheme unless Alberta is
granted approval for a pipeline to tidewater.
Saskatchewan’s premier Brad Wall has been a
vocal opponent to the tax, calling it a ‘betrayal’ to
the provinces and saying that ‘The level of
disrespect shown by the prime minister and his
government... is stunning.’
Wall is worried that the carbon pricing will
have a negative effect on the many residents of
Saskatchewan that rely on fossil fuels—his
government has estimated that the tax will cost
the average family in his province around $1,250
a year. Wall attributes this in part to the belief that
oil and gas companies in the province will simply

move south of the border to avoid the new tax.
Trudeau’s carbon pricing announcement was
made at the same time as environmental
ministers met to discuss climate change. In
protest to the announcement, three provincial
environmental ministers walked out of the
meeting—the ministers from Saskatchewan,
Nova Scotia and Newfoundland.
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UBCM passes resolution to protect
old-growth

onservationists with the Ancient
Forest Alliance are celebrating—the
province’s largest lobby for local
governments, the Union of BC
Municipalities, has passed a resolution with
a substantial majority calling on the
government to amend the 1994 Vancouver
Land Use Plan to protect the remaining oldToo Little, Too Late?
growth forests. The initiative, sponsored by
There are those who believe that the tax is simply
forest ecologist and Metchosin councillor Dr
not enough. Elizabeth May, leader of the Green
Andy MacKinnon, was previously passed
Party, said she was ‘very disappointed’ with the
last April by the Association of Vancouver
starting point of $10 a tonne. BC’s carbon tax is
Island and Coastal Communities (AVICC).
already $30 a tonne, which means the province
‘It’s time that the BC government amend
would not need to increase their tax until 2021.
the outdated Vancouver Island Land Use
Environmental organizations such as the
Plan to protect the remaining old-growth
Wilderness Committee are saying that the
forests on Vancouver Island,’ said
announced carbon tax is ‘too little, too late’.
MacKinnon. ‘Our old-growth forests are a
‘Once again our leaders have put off climate
non-renewable resource, given climate
action,’ said Peter McCartney, climate
change and the short rotation age of forestry
campaigner for the Wilderness Committee. ‘Most
in this province, and the science indicates
of Canada already lives with an existing or
that we need to protect and restore oldimminent carbon price so this really doesn’t
growth forests on much of the coast.’
change much. It would have to be over $200 to
BC’s largest local governmental lobby is
be effective.’
joining the BC Chamber of Commerce, the
McCartney is referencing a recent report by
conservation movement, and thousands of
climate policy analyst Mark Jaccard which was
citizens to ask the BC Liberal government
titled ‘Is win-win possible? Can Canada’s
to protect old-growth forests.
government achieve its Paris Commitment... and
‘After the California redwoods,
get re-elected?’
Vancouver Island’s old-growth forests are
Jaccard’s title has a fair point. According to his
the grandest on Earth. With 75% of the
calculations, in order to meet Canada’s Paris
original productive old-growth forests
commitment relying primarily on emissions
already logged, including well over 90% of
pricing, Canada would have to have a carbon price
the largest trees in the valley bottoms, it
of $200 per tonne by 2030 at the latest—a
should be a no-brainer for the BC
proposal that Premier Brad Wall, and the many
government to protect our last old-growth
Canadians who rely on the fossil fuel industry,
forests while ensuring a sustainable secondwould probably not support.
growth forest industry,’ said TJ Watt,
While some environmentalists are critiquing
Ancient Forest Alliance campaigner and
the tax for being too low, too late, and those
photographer.
Canadians who rely on oil and gas are finding it
The editorial board of Vancouver Sun,
too high, too soon, others are simply happy that
the province’s largest newspaper, also called
the federal government is beginning to move
on the BC government to show
towards meeting their Paris commitments,
conservation leadership for Vancouver
however slowly.
Island’s old-growth forests. The paper noted
‘Today’s announcement is such an important
that current old-growth logging is ramping
milestone,’ said Matt Horne, BC associate director
up conflict and uncertainty in the forest
of the Pembina Institute. ‘It will help the country’s
industry and requires government
environment and economy as we compete for the
leadership.
rapidly growing global demand for clean energy.’ 0
The lead-up to the provincial election
www.islandtides.com

next May puts big pressure on the
government to change course, says the
paper. It states:
‘There is a legitimate discussion to be had
about the value of old-growth forests, about
whether what remains on the South Coast
and Vancouver Island is sufficiently
protected, about the extent to which the
remaining inventory should be protected,
and about resource jobs and the rights of
companies to do legal business. Surely,
however, there is also a clear role for the
provincial government, which has duties of
both environmental stewardship and
resource management, to serve as an
intermediary in such conflicts by providing
clear, science-based, arm’s-length evidence
as the foundation for an even-handed
conversation and to help the two groups
whose interests it represents to find
common ground. More leadership and less
lethargy from Victoria, please.’
The catalyst for much of the momentum
for protecting old-growth forests on
Vancouver Island in recent years has been
the small community of Port Renfrew,
formerly a logging town, which has been
transformed in recent years into a big tree
tourism destination (dubbed the ‘Tall Trees
Capital of Canada’). Hundreds of
thousands of tourists come from around
the world to visit some of Canada’s largest
trees in the nearby Avatar Grove, Big
Lonely Doug (Canada’s 2nd largest
Douglas-fir tree), the Red Creek Fir (the
world’s largest Douglas-fir tree), San Juan
Spruce (until recently Canada’s largest
Sitka spruce tree—until its top broke off in
a recent storm), the Harris Creek spruce
(one of the largest Sitka spruce trees in
Canada), and the endangered Central
Walbran Valley.
The Ancient Forest Alliance and various
conservation groups mobilized supporters
to ask their mayors and councils to pressure
the UBCM to allow for a vote on the oldgrowth resolution; the UBCM’s Resolutions
Committee had originally refused to
introduce the resolution for a vote at the
AGM. 0
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Redefining Premier

Dear Editor:
It most certainly would not be any stretch of our collective
imagination to reasonably draw the conclusion that our current
Premier’s performance has been anything but premiere.
Here are five recommendations for the next premier of
British Columbia to consider in leading this great province, so
that we can truly ‘advance’ in the 21st century:
1) An immediate halt and permanent end to old-growth
logging. We need to sequester more carbon, not less. Let’s
develop a proliferation of the commercial hemp industry
throughout the entire province. One that manufactures building
materials for export out into the global marketplace, that are
truly sustainable.
2) An immense investment (even if it means running a
deficit) in the solar, wind and geothermal sectors. Let’s create
and build a world-class education institution to arm students
with the knowledge bases necessary to model to the globe what
it means to be self-sustaining in the energy sector, and to export
our expertise out into the global marketplace.
3) An immediate halt and permanent end to the misguided
industrialization of the Peace River Valley (even if it means
untangling legal entanglements). Let’s restore and rehabilitate
the land back to a world-class farming zone. In fact, let’s go one
step further by developing an expansion of farms—a farming
industry that will provide food security, not only for the
province, but for regions outside of our provincial boundaries.
4) A rapid phasing out of disease-ridden openpen fish
farming. Let’s create and build a world-class land-based-only
aquaculture industry. One that produces disease-free protein
products for homegrown consumption and for export out into
the global marketplace. ‘Land based’ may not meet the
stereotypical definition of ‘natural’, but it sure beats decimation
of wild stocks. Considering that coastal waters fall under federal
jurisdiction yet the fish farm industry negatively impacts British
Columbia, we should advocate for provincial autonomy in this
sector.
5) An immediate halt and permanent ban on trophy
hunting. A trophy is a symbol of victory. There is nothing
victorious about intentionally ending the life of another species.
Global tourism in British Columbia is a multi-billion dollar
industry. People flock here from all over the world (racking up
a large carbon footprint), shooting with their camera, and we
generate vast amounts of revenue.
The current state of wholesale, wanton recklessness in
British Columbia is absolutely painful to experience. We have
the tool to remove that pain. On Tuesday, May 9, 2017, ‘X’
marks the spot where we begin the transformation of what it
actually means to be ‘Super (and) Natural’, in the purest sense,
and true spirit, of those two words.
Steve Perkins, Van Anda

Readers’ Letters

Mobilizing for WWIII

Dear Editor:
Bill McKibben, noted author, environmentalist and cooriginator of the 350.org movement to limit atmospheric carbon
to 350ppm (remember that number we have passed which was
thought to be the ‘safe’ level?) writes in the article linked below
that the ‘fight’ against climate change should take on the
urgency that resulted in the mobilization for WWII:
www.newrepublic.com/article/135684/declare-war-climatechange-mobilize-wwii.
He reasons that policy changes around development of
sustainable renewable energies would not only result in fossil
free energy replacement for the US of 80% by 2030 and 100%
by 2050, but would also increase employment, level
socioeconomic status, improve health status with cleaner air
and revive rural communities with wind and solar ‘farms’.
Statistics from a study out of Stanford University supply
astonishing detail on how readily this could be achieved with
current technology.
Of course, our own Naomi Klein has outlined all of this and
much more in This Changes Everything, so why are we as a
nation and as a race not treating global warming with this
focussed intensity? Why are we still arguing over fossil fuel
infrastructures like pipelines which will lock us into another 30
years of increased atmospheric carbon production? Why are we
not labelling climate warming for what it is—the greatest threat
our perhaps short-lived race will ever face—and pulling out all
the stops to mitigate it? Why are we not insistently urging world
politicians to give climate change the status of WWIII and
develop strategies accordingly? We need a grassroots and world
nation response that has only occurred in World War II—surely
we can repeat that collective effort. We already have the
technology necessary. We simply need the will.
Marian Hargrove, Salt Spring Island

Wildwood Protection

The following letter was sent to the board and membership of
the TLC, The Land Conservancy of BC.
Dear TLC Board and Membership:
I write regarding Wildwood. I understand you have plans to
sell it to a private owner, and I urge you to reconsider this
decision before it’s too late.
I first came to Wildwood in 1997, as part of the LIFE flotilla
(Leadership Initiative For Earth) and have visited Wildwood on
many occasions. The work that the late Merv Wilkinson
pioneered through so many decades has resulted in the most
amazing forest environment. What makes it so special is the fact
that it is a rich forest environment despite being sustainably
logged for many years. Indeed, after Merv began working it, the
forest saw the return of many animal species.
Wildwood has many special trees—from giant old-growth
Douglas fir, scarred and stately cedars, to tiny saplings. I planted
one of those saplings in 2005, in honour of my friend, Anne
Pask-Wilkinson, Merv’s third wife. Merv and Anne were both
friends, and like the old-growth trees on Wildwood, we have
lost too many of our giants. We must plant new trees, and the
most important tree we can plant is hope.
People all over the world look to Wildwood as proof that we
can do things differently, that we can find a way to harvest the
wood we need while protecting the Earth. That was Merv and
Anne’s passion. That was why they were both arrested in 1993
for blockading the logging of old-growth forests in Clayoquot
Sound.
Selling Wildwood to a private owner, even with a covenant
to protect it, is not what the Wilkinsons wanted. They wanted
Wildwood to be a public property forever, a demonstration
working ecoforest where generations can learn that you don’t
have to chop the forest down to benefit from it.
Merv and Anne, and thousands of donors, donated to protect
Wildwood in perpetuity. I am very concerned that if we fail now,
people will stop giving and working to protect our special places.
If we can’t protect Wildwood, a 77-acre forest, how can we
protect anything?
This is why I urge you to reconsider your private sale of
Wildwood, and to return to negotiations with the Ecoforestry
Institute. I understand that negotiations for the protection of
Wildwood broke down, but I ask you to be patient. We must
secure the future of this rare and precious place in the public
realm while there is still time.
Wildwood is a precious gift, and deserves to be conserved
for the benefit of our children, our grandchildren and theirs.
Together, we have a final opportunity to secure Wildwood in
the form that Merv and Anne intended and sacrificed so much
for, and as The Land Conservancy promised them.
I look forward to learning the outcome of this situation. With
all good wishes,
Jane Goodall, Founder of the Jane Goodall Institute
Ed’s Note: The Ecoforestry Institute Society has now raised the
$30,000 necessary to launch a court challenge against the TLC
regarding the sale of Wildwood, but say they ‘would prefer it
not end up in court at all’. They are appealing to the TLC to
change their sale plans.

Site C Dam

Dear Editor:
This poem was inspired by the interviews by Earl K Pollon
and S S Matheson conducted with native Sekanni peoples
who were negatively affected by the flooding of their
communal homelands by the building of the WAC Bennett
Dam. ‘This Was Our Valley’ tells that story of injustice. A total
of 640 square miles of riverfront and hunting territory was
flooded to form Williston Lake. The Sekanni people were
driven from their ancestral homeland in northeastern British
Columbia and dispersed in the 1960s. Now another dam
downstream at site ‘C’ is being planned. Should we stop to
consider the injustices of the past, before proceeding with the
building of a dam at site ‘C’?

The Shopping Cart Injustice

People, place and spirit
All were our relations
Biopeds, quadrupeds, winged or finned—
River language told us so.
Fishing rocks spoke the run
Where the riffles and the rapids talked.
Ancestors, dead and alive, told living stories where
Running the river banks, the children played.
The land was a book written in forms.
We made our mark with love, community
Fishing weirs, aspen dugout canoes,
Hunting trails, camps and sacred sites.
Always traders, we traded furs with
White settlers when they arrived
On the rivers Parsnip, Finlay and Peace at
Finlay Forks, Fort Grahame, Fort McLeod.
We added pack trains, teams of pack horses
River freighters, flat bottom ‘longboats’
For supplies and for mail delivery.
It seemed that we could live together.
Then one day a government agent said
That shopping carts were coming
They would flood our world
Water rising everywhere
Shopping carts with electric can openers
Full, fast to check out,
Shopping carts with electric hair blowers,
Full, faster to check out,
Shopping carts with electric air conditioners,
Full, fastest to check out
Shopping carts with electric stoves.
Check out, check out, check out.
They would make our rivers into a lake
We would move or drown.
Our elders did not believe it.
That was the only consultations!
They would flood our world
Water rising everywhere
Soon Saskatoon berries all under water
Next, the banks sloughed back to graveyards
Next, cliffs crumbled, and banks fell into rising lake
Houses of the villages slipped and floated
Coffins, bones and bodies strewed the shore
Where tangled trees, debris and more
Eddied with flotsam in the wind.
We wept for our ancestors!
We weep for our children.
We had to flee the destruction
Caused by tree grinders, D-9 bull dozers
The dam construction.
Now they want to take more
Another dam for more shopping carts.
Please stop Site C.
—Wally du Temple, Sidney

Feds Monitoring Weak Economy

Dear Editor:
Our Bank of Canada does not have vaults filled with electronic
cash. As remarkable as it may seem, the Bank (owned 100% by
the federal government) simply creates money whenever
needed by computer entry. It follows that the federal
government can never run out of Canadian dollars. This
explains how immediately after the 2008 financial crisis the
Harper government without raising taxes was able to bail out
big institutional lenders by replenishing their coffers through a
$200 billion ‘Extraordinary Financing Framework’.
The federal government can either spend too much causing
inflation, or spend too little allowing mass unemployment. Since
currently there are 1.3 million Canadians looking for work, it is
clear that the federal government is nowhere near expending
enough. Increased infrastructure renewal should be
supplemented by creation of community-level jobs so that all
skill levels can be put back to work as soon as possible. As John
Maynard Keynes once noted, ‘Look after the unemployment,
and the Budget will look after itself.’
Larry Kazdan, Vancouver 0
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The LNG Facility

Leap Manifesto turns one - Natalie Dunsmuir

What is Leap?

The Leap Manifesto was written during a two-day meeting in
Toronto attended by indigenous leaders, social justice activists,
environmental groups and faith-based and labour activists. It
began from the premise that ‘Canada is facing the deepest crisis
in recent memory’ and that in order for the country to move
into the future, it can’t take baby steps—it needs to leap.
The manifesto is centered around several key themes. It
advocates for indigenous rights and titles, and supports the full
implementation of the UN Declaration on the Rights of
Indigenous Peoples. It also wants Canada to stop building new
extractive infrastructure such as oil and gas pipelines, move
towards community-owned clean energy projects, enact a
universal program to build energy efficient homes, re-train oil
and gas workers for green industries, invest in high-speed rail
transportation run by renewables, and expand clean economic
sectors such as caregiving, teaching, social work, the arts and
public-interest media.
The manifesto also includes policies such as investment in
affordable public transit and other public infrastructure, a
universal basic income, and a national childcare program. The
manifesto wants to localize the country’s agricultural system
and base it on ecology, welcome refugees and migrants, end all
trade deals that interfere with attempts to ‘rebuild local
economies, regulate corporations and stop extractive projects’,
and reform the electoral system.
This may seem like an expensive list of reforms but the Leap
Manifesto promises that it will be financially possible: ‘The
money we need to pay for this great transformation is
available—we just need the right policies to release it,’ the
manifesto reads.

L

These policies include increased resource royalties, higher
income taxes on corporations and wealthy people, a progressive
carbon tax, cuts to military spending and an end to fossil fuel
subsidies.

Leap - One Year In

The Leap Manifesto has been gaining traction all year. Within
the first 24 hours of its launch, it had gained 10,000 signatures,
which has gone up by over 32,000 since then. Public awareness
continues to spread, and the support continues to grow. The
Leap Manifesto has been signed by both individuals and
organizations from a wide range of backgrounds. Its signatories
include 350.org, Black Lives Matter Toronto, the Canadian
Union of Postal Workers, Greenpeace Canada, LUSH
Handmade Cosmetics, Oxfam Canada and the Public Service
Alliance of Canada. for a complete list see:
https://leapmanifesto.org/en/whos-on-board.
The federal New Democrat Party has also passed a
resolution to discuss the Leap Manifesto in every riding across
the country in the lead-up to their 2018 policy convention.
Leap has also had an international effect, inspiring similar
movements in other countries. A ‘Leap Day’ was held on
February 29 of 2016, and hundreds of activists worldwide
organized events. In Copenhagen, Denmark, climate scientist
Jason Box led a gathering to try to internationalize the Leap
Movement. In Zagreb, Croatia, Friends of the Earth organized
a screening of the film This Changes Everything, with special
guests discussing climate change ‘as an opportunity for building
a more just world’. In Salt Lake City, US, activists used Leap
Day to launch a new campaign attempting to get museums to
divest from fossil fuel investments.
Leap Day also met with enthusiasm in Canada. In Ottawa,
Leap Manifesto supporter, climate scientist and author Naomi
Klein joined with the Leap Manifesto team and the Canadian
Union of Postal Workers to launch ‘Delivering Community
Power’, a campaign to change Canada Post into a ‘hub for a just
transition away from fossil fuels’.
In Nelson, there was a 24-hour youth sit-in, in Toronto, the
Good Jobs for All Coalition held a session on the Leap
Manifesto, and in Saskatoon, Climate Justice Saskatoon held
an evening event called ‘Set the Agenda and Leap Forward’.
Although Leap has had a lot of support from
environmentalists, social justice activists and even some
politicians, there have also been many who oppose it.
Saskatchewan’s premier Brad Wall called the Leap Manifesto
team the ‘Grim Leapers’. Premier of Alberta, Rachel Notley, also
called Leap ‘naive’ and ‘tone deaf’. BC Premier Christy Clark
said that the Leap Manifesto will ‘dismantle our economic
foundation’. However, Leap continues to grow a following.
‘We know we can change the story, moving towards a
Canada based on caring for the earth and one another,’ the Leap
Manifesto team said in a statement. ‘We’re strongest when we
come together, and you can be sure we want you to be a part of
it all. Onwards!’ 0

Enbridge sells Saskatchewan pipeline for $1 billion - Natalie Dunsmuir
ast month, Enbridge made a deal to purchase Spectra
Energy Corp for $37 billion. This month, the pipeline
corporation is selling a major pipeline system in
Saskatchewan to Tundra Energy Marketing Ltd for $1 billion
as it searches for the extra money to proceed with the purchase
of Spectra.
The South East Saskatchewan Pipeline System includes more
than 1,600 kilometres of crude oil and liquids gathering pipelines,
547 kilometres of trunk line, and four truck terminals. The
pipelines currently carry approximately 175,000 barrels of crude
oil per day, connecting with the Enbridge Mainline System.
Tundra Energy Marketing already owns a network of pipelines
in Manitoba, which also connect to the Enbridge Mainline

Mining companies to
build LNG plant - Natalie Dunsmuir

Two Vancouver-based mining companies have partnered to
build an LNG plant in Fort Nelson, which will be used to supply
mines in the area with fuel.
Casino Mining Corp, which is a subsidiary of Western
Copper and Gold, and Selwyn Chihong Mining Ltd signed a
memorandum of understanding with Calgary-based Ferus
Natural Gas to build the proposed $200 million LNG facility,
which would provide LNG to Casino’s gold-and-copper mine in
the Yukon and Selwyn’s zinc-lead mine on the border of the
Yukon and Northwest Territories. Both mines are currently
being developed; the Casino mine is currently seeking
environmental approval and the Selwyn mine is in the
‘advanced exploration’ phase (the company is currently
conducting technical and environmental studies).
According to the CEO of Western Copper and Gold, the use
of LNG instead of diesel in the Casino mine would eliminate
roughly 140,000 tonnes of C02 emissions during the 22-year
life of the mine. Selwyn estimates reductions of 115,000 tonnes
of C02 per year over the zinc-lead mine’s 11-year lifespan.

An osprey preening

he Leap Manifesto has reached its one year anniversary
and in that time, has gained the support of thousands of
Canadians across the country. An April 2016 poll by
EKOS Politics showed that among those who knew about Leap,
half support it. So far, roughly 42,600 people have signed the
manifesto.
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System, and other pipelines in Saskatchewan and in North
Dakota. Once the deal closes, TEML will be transporting and
handling more than 250,000 barrels of crude oil per day overall,
and will have over 600,000 barrels of oil storage capacity at its
terminal at Cromer, Manitoba, where it will load oil on to trains.
TEML is headquartered in Calgary, Alberta, with its field
operations located in southwest Manitoba. It is a subsidiary of
James Richardson & Sons, which dates back to 1857 and is
headquartered in Winnipeg.
Enbridge is also planning to divest around $2 billion of noncore assets over the next year to help it cover the costs of buying
Spectra. The purchase deal with TEML is expected to close by
the end of this year. 0
www.islandtides.com

The facility will be built in Fort Nelson in an attempt to minimize
the distance LNG will have to be transported to reach the two
mines—nonetheless, trucks full of LNG will drive around 800
kilometers to each mine.
Phase one of the two-phase plant is expected to be
commissioned in 2020, and the second to be commissioned two
years later. Each phase will produce 300,000 gallons of LNG
per day, or roughly 7143 barrels.
The plant is also estimated to create 25-50 jobs during
construction, and according to a press release by Casion Mining,
could ‘indirectly create jobs by re-activating some upstream
drilling activity’.

The Casino Mine

The Casino mine will be located 300 kilometers northwest of
Whitehorse, in the Yukon. The mine is a conventional open-pit,
‘truck and shovel’ operation which is expected to process about
120,000 tonnes of copper ore per day and 25,000 tonnes of gold
oxide per day.
The mine will be supplied with freshwater from the Yukon
River via a 17km long pipeline with water flowing at a rate of
3,400 square meters per hour. The mine will need 150
megawatts of power, generated by the LNG.

The Selwyn Chihong Project

Selwyn’s zinc-lead mine is also an open-pit operation. It will
process 35,000 tonnes of ore per day, which, after processing,
will amount to 2500 tonnes per day of zinc and 600 tonnes per
day of lead concentration.The concentrate will then be trucked
to the Port of Stewart for export. 0
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A sailboat in Fulford Harbour, Salt Spring Island
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The best way to protect yourselff and your family from influenza (the flu) this season is
t get immunized.
to
F more information or to find out iff you are eligible for a FR
For
REE flu shot:
x visit www.viha.ca/flu
x call Health Link BC at 8-1-1
8
If you are eligible for a free flu shot, please bring your Care Card to one of the
following local Influenza Clinics:
SALT SPRING ISLAND: Mon., Nov. 7, 10:00 am ʹ 3:30 pm
st
C urch (1 floor), 147 Vesuvius Bay Road
Salt Spring Community Gospel Ch
GALIANO ISLAND: Tues., Nov. 8, 1:30 pm ʹ 4:00 pm
Galiano Island Lions Hall, 992 Burrill Road
SATURNA ISLAND: Wed., Nov. 9, 11:00 am ʹ 3:00 pm
Saturna Island Recreation Centre, 104 Harris Road
PENDER ISLAND: Wed., Nov. 16, 10:00 am ʹ 2:00 pm
Pender Community Hall, 4418 Bedwe
B
ll Harbour Road, North Pender Is.
MAYNE ISLAND: Wed., Nov. 23,
3 12:30 pm ʹ 3:30 pm
Mayne Island Community Centre, 493 Felix Jack Road
If you are not eligible, please co
ontact your family physician or local pharmacy about
vaccine availability and cost.

Capital Regional District
Public Service Announcement

Bylaw and Animal Control Complaints
Effective immediately, to make a Bylaw or Animal Control
complaint, please contact CRD Bylaw and Animal Care Services
main dispatch at 1.800.665.7899.
For further information, please visit:
www.crd.bc.ca/animal

Moon Dates

New: Oct 30 • Full: Nov 14
Roasting Fancy Coffee

for mail orders since 1982

from Thetis Island to you
www.potofgoldcoffee.com

BUY | RAISE | MOVE | LEVEL

BUY RECYCLED HOMES
RAISE Increase Square Footage
MOVE Subdivide Your Lot!
LEVEL Repair Foundation Issues

www.nickelbros.com
1-866-320-2268

8,000 year old ancient relict sand under
Petronas pilings - Elizabeth May

H

ow corrupt is the environmental review process? Or
how is it that DFO, CEAA and NRCan decided that
Petronas LNG was not a threat to the Skeena salmon?
I do not use the word ‘corrupt’ lightly. If not for a fairly
random connection, I would merely be heart-broken at the
environmental and climate atrocity wrapped up in the approval
of Pacific NorthWest LNG. Instead, I am angry and deeply
concerned that the Cabinet ministers who made the decision
were denied key scientific evidence by the very civil servants
who are mandated to provide them with the facts.
The random event was the Saanich Inlet Round Table on
May 26, 2016. The immediate local issue is, of course, the
proposed Steelhead floating LNG facility for Saanich Inlet.
Organizers decided a local scientist who had done extensive
work for the Lax Kw’alaams First Nation on the proposed
Pacific NorthWest LNG would be of interest. Dr McLaren’s
presentation, ‘Lessons to be learnt from the Petronas Affair—
Prince Rupert’, had no scientific parallels for Steelhead. The
ecological and scientific issues are unique to Lelu Island. But
the political lessons are chilling.
What Dr McLaren shared made the hair on the back of my
neck stand up. I have worked for the last forty years with various
branches of government and regulators. It is not that they were
always perfect. DFO’s blind stupidity cost us one of the world’s
most abundant fisheries, the North Atlantic cod, to name one
example. But overall, I have come to expect professionalism and
a dispassionate willingness to examine the evidence.
That is what Patrick McLaren expected. Back in the 1970s
and ’80s he had worked as a government scientist with the
Canadian Geological Survey. He specialized in coastal geology,
left Canada for a while as a visiting scholar at Cambridge, and
returned with his own consulting firm. He was the first scientist
to scuba dive under the North Pole to study the ice. In other
words, he’s no slouch when it comes to science. So when he
presented his findings to the Canadian Environmental
Assessment Agency, the Department of Fisheries and Oceans,
and Natural Resources Canada, he thought they would be
interested. Instead, they were hostile. His findings were
inconvenient. They did not accord with the numerical
modelling by Petronas that said everything would be fine.
Lelu Island in Prince Rupert Sound is the now-approved site
for a massive LNG development. In addition to the
acknowledged increase in GHG and threat to local porpoises, a
huge issue is whether the project will endanger the second
largest salmon run in BC—the Skeena salmon fishery. The
Skeena salmon depend on the rich eelgrass habitat found
almost exclusively on a huge extent of sand called Flora Bank.
Up until Dr McLaren was hired by the Lax Kw’alaams to
check out the sediments and how they were transported,
everyone assumed that all the sediments came from the Skeena
River. Instead, Dr McLaren found, using his technique known
as Sediment Trend Analysis (STA), that the sands of Flora Bank
were not from the Skeena at all—nor from anywhere else on the
British Columbian coast.
In fact, they were from a glacial dump of sediments
occurring between 15,000 to 8,000 years ago. The sands of
Flora Bank are 8,000 years old. Dr McLaren describes them as
‘ancient, relict sands’.
So the question for science is not ‘will building a giant
terminal, pounding 500 pilings, more than a metre each in
diameter, into the sand banks hurt the eel grass?’ The question
is ‘what is keeping this unique geological feature in place?’
www.islandtides.com

And that raises other troubling questions. If the waves and
currents hold the sands in place, what impact will the pilings
and huge LNG tankers parked along more than a quarter of
Flora Bank’s perimeter have on the ancient formation? Dr
McLaren predicts that they will reduce the energy of the
processes impinging the bank, enabling the sand to ‘escape’ to
the surrounding deep water. The eel grass and its fish habitat
will be removed with the sand, effectively destroying Flora
Bank.
Not only Petronas, but CEAA, DFO and NRCan did not like
this prediction. At first they dismissed Dr McLaren’s work. Then
he made it stickier for them by getting the research published
in a peer-reviewed journal. (Journal of Coastal Research ‘The
environmental implications of sediment transport in the waters
of Prince Rupert, BC, Canada: A comparison between kinematic
and dynamic approaches.’)
Once published, CEAA made Petronas re-do their numeric
model to at least acknowledge the troublesome prediction made
from the STA. Petronas produced new versions until CEAA
accepted their incredible claim that the wave action and
currents along Flora Bank would not be sufficient to impact the
sands and that the STA actually supported the findings of their
numeric model. Incredible because in order to produce that
result, Petronas had to suppress their own findings that currents
were actually up to three times more intense than their model
had predicted. And NRCan and DFO and CEAA all knew that
the information was being suppressed.
In questioning Petronas about their model, Dr McLaren was
interrupted and told to stop by CEAA officials. He felt it was
because the Petronas modellers were becoming uncomfortable.
As he recalled, ‘It was the most important point in that meeting
to get straight. And I was told to ‘move on,’ and stop asking
about numbers that made no sense. It made me believe the
modellers had not looked at their own numbers.’
His conclusions are personal and powerful:
‘If you cannot explain the present, and the Petronas model
certainly cannot, why would you use it to predict the future?
‘We know that this model is not science. You cannot use a
model to prove a preconceived notion: that building on Flora
Bank will not hurt the salmon. That’s not science. And we know
that the claim that STA supports the numerical model is just
simply not true.
‘The currents mean everything. The way Petronas presented
the lie was to show that the currents on Flora Bank are too small
to move the sediments… but they themselves (Petronas) had
taken current data three times higher than what they used and
they kept that secret with the collusion of CEEA, NRCan and
DFO.
‘And we know the model doesn’t work. My conclusion is that
the science and the model are fraudulent.’
He presented that conclusion, including using the word
‘fraudulent’ at a meeting with First Nations and representatives
from the three federal agencies. No one challenged him. No one
said a word.
Collusion. Fraudulent. Corrupt. These are not words I
associate with the federal approvals process. We need to be
raising hell before similar ‘science’ is used to approve Kinder
Morgan. 0
This article was written with the assistance of Patrick
McLaren, PhD, PGeo, President of SedTrend Analysis Limited
in Brentwood Bay.
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Killing With Love

Photo: Terrill Welch

Early evening in Cotton Park, Mayne Island - ferries in Georgia Strait, Active Pass lighthouse on right.
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Violence against indigenous women - David Suzuki
n late September, Inuit artist Annie Pootoogook died
tragically in Ottawa. Pootoogook was an award-winning
illustrator from Cape Dorset, Nunavut. Her ink-and-crayon
depictions of everyday life in the north—families sitting to eat a
meal of seal meat or shopping at the Arctic co-op—received
international acclaim. In contrast to the idealized vision many
Canadians have of the north, of majestic rock and ice landscapes
or charismatic wildlife—like polar bears—Pootoogook’s
drawings often reflected the crushing poverty northern families
face and its devastating impacts on their health and well-being.
Ottawa police believe Pootoogook’s death is suspicious—she
may have been the victim of foul play. If so, Annie Pootoogook
is yet another indigenous woman to die violently in Canada.
Indigenous women and girls are at least three times more
likely to experience violence than non-indigenous women and
six times more likely to be murdered. On any given day,
thousands of First Nations, Inuit and Métis women and
children are living in emergency shelters to escape abuse
(though on-reserve shelters remain woefully underfunded).
The RCMP hasn’t kept accurate statistics on the number of
murdered or missing people, but indigenous women’s
organizations and affected families have reported hundreds of
cases of loved ones who have been victims of violent crime. After
years of indifference and inaction, Canada’s government has
finally launched an inquiry into the many lives lost to violence.
Although the national inquiry into murdered and missing
indigenous women won’t investigate cases police previously
examined, it will look at broader factors that put indigenous
women and girls at such great risk. According to the UN
Committee on the Elimination of Discrimination Against
Women, this includes institutional racism, social and economic
marginalization, and inadequate access to affordable housing
so that women can escape abusive relationships. Police forces
have often failed to deal with violence against indigenous
peoples, and officers themselves have been implicated or
charged with assaults and sexual abuse.
Human-rights organizations such as Amnesty International
and Kairos have also drawn attention to resource development
in indigenous territories, where the influx of transient workers—
along with money, alcohol and drugs from outside the
community—puts indigenous women at risk of aggressive
harassment and violence by men. As environmentalists, we
often emphasize the impacts of mining or oil and gas

development on wildlife and ecosystems but ignore the
staggering social consequences for indigenous communities,
especially women. Amnesty International’s research on the
social impacts of resource development in northeast BC’s
booming Peace Region has uncovered numerous accounts of
attacks on women and girls, including ‘domestic violence,
encounters with strangers that ranged from aggressive
harassment to brutal violence, including unsolicited offers of
drugs and money for sex, sexual assault, and gang rapes.’
These stories are heart-breaking, but the response from
indigenous peoples brings hope. One such grassroots effort is
the Moose Hide Campaign, a growing movement of aboriginal
and non-aboriginal men dedicated to ending violence against
women and children, through education and peer support,
encouraging men to develop healthier relationships with the
women in their lives.
The Moose Hide Campaign was created by a young First
Nations girl named Raven Lacerte and her father, Paul, in
British Columbia. Working with First Nations hunters, they
have distributed more than 250,000 small moosehide squares
to communities across Canada—encouraging men to wear the
pins as symbols of their commitment to be accountable for their
behaviour and to reject violence. What makes the campaign
particularly poignant is that Raven and her father made the first
pins from the hide of a moose they harvested near the infamous
Highway of Tears between Prince George and Prince Rupert,
where dozens of indigenous women have gone missing or been
found murdered.
The inquiry into the crisis of murdered and missing
indigenous women and girls is long overdue and is a testament
to the hard work and leadership of indigenous women and
communities who have spent decades calling for an inquiry. It
will proceed over the next few years and will make
recommendations to governments, police and other agencies.
We must also take personal action to end violence by
participating in initiatives like the Moose Hide Campaign,
which bring people together to promote healing. These are
important steps for all Canadians to embrace if we are to
advance reconciliation. 0
David Suzuki is a scientist, broadcaster, author and co-founder
of the David Suzuki Foundation. Written with contributions
from David Suzuki Foundation Ontario and Northern Canada
Director Faisal Moola.
Photo: Derek Holzapfel

A humpback whale near Turn Point off Stuart Island.

When I moved permanently to a small Caribbean island, there
was a saying within the long-term expat community: ‘Why
would we want to change what brought us here in the first
place?’ Unfortunately, those outsiders who arrived during the
decades following me didn’t get this same memo. So I
approached Bill Engleson’s new collection of essays with
complete understanding and empathy.
Confessions of an Inadvertently Gentrifying Soul is writing
with a glint in its eye and an upwards curve to the lips. Yes, these
are rants about the inevitable changes that come to any small
place once it’s discovered, but through these rants Engleson
manages to also preserve the memory of that which brought him
to Denman Island in the first place. With this collection, we have
a unique opportunity to see what life was like before those other
gentrifying souls moved into Ruraltania and changed it into
something that closer resembled the way of life they left behind
back in the big cities.
Peppered with relevant quotes from famous authors,
comedians and other thinkers, these essays (both previously
published and new) on island and small-town life cover subjects
as diverse as libraries, librarians, and unusual objects found
inside borrowed books; the usefulness (or not) of committees;
censorship; tradition; the generation of ideas; local characters
and curmudgeons; movies and old episodes of Leave It To
Beaver.
So even if you have never lived on an island or in a small
place, there’s still a great deal of insight into life in general to be
gained from reading Confessions of an Inadvertently
Gentrifying Soul. Engleson’s writing is comfortable, and very
much like chatting over coffee while sitting in mismatched
upholstered chairs in front of a wood fire. In fact, the entire book
is like reminiscing with an old friend. 0
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Did you appreciate this article? Help Island Tides
pay for publishing it! Mail or phone in your $30
annual subscription today: 250-216-2267. Don’t
delay—be part of the Island Tides team. Thank You!

What’s On?

VANCOUVER ISLAND & ALL THE GULF ISLANDS
Single-venue (50 words): $39.90 includes image •
Multi-venue (70 words): $52.50 includes image
Payment with order by Visa or MasterCard, please •

islandtides@islandtides.com or 250.216.2267

Saturday, October 29

Emily Millard and Aerialists—Presented by Mayne Island Music
Society; art-folk and prog-trad music •
Agricultural Hall • Doors open at 7pm • Tickets
$20, available at Happy Tides, Farm Gate Store
& Home Hardware • Children under 12 free •
Info: emilymillard.ca, aerialistsmusic.com •
MAYNE

Saturday, October 29

Jack Garton and the Demon Squadron—Rockin’ roots band, on
tour through BC and Alberta; tour dedicated to
the Unist’ot’en Land Defenders • Galiano Island
Grand Central, October 29th • Admission by
donation • Concert at the Unist’ot’en Camp on
November 8 • Info: www.jackgarton.com •
GALIANO

Fri, Sat & Sun, November 4, 5 & 6

Nanaimo Professional Craft Fair—Get an early start on
Christmas shopping; lots of mid-Island artisans offering a variety of
crafts, art and handiwork; hourly door prizes plus a grand prize •
Beban Park Social Centre • Fri: 12-8pm, Sat: 10am-5pm, Sun:
10am-4pm • Admission (unlimited): $4 • Vendor info: 250.752.2010
or jaynecraftfair@gmail.com • NANAIMO

Saturday & Sunday, November 5 & 6

8th Annual Intuitive Arts Festival—
Celebrating Holistic Health and
Metaphysics; Psychic readings, Energy
Healing, Alternative Medicine & more; 44
exhibitors & 20 workshops, lectures and
seminars will help you rejuvenate your
spirit and inspire your journey • James Bay Community Centre,140
Oswego Street • 12pm to 5pm • Tickets $10/day, at the door • Info:
www.psychicsong.com, redgatehealingstudio@gmail.com,
778.433.7334 • VICTORIA

Next Deadline: October 26
islandtides@islandtides.com

SHORELINE
DESIGN

• Specializing in water

access over steep

& rugged
terrain

• Fully insured

• Excellent
references

www.islandtides.com

Peter Christenson • 250-858-9575
www.shorelinedesign.ca
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A cinnamon bear, spotted in the interior near Nelson.

News Digest
Canada Ratifies Paris Agreement

Parliament voted in early October to ratify the historic Paris
Agreement. Two hundred federal MPs voted in favour of
ratification, while 81, mostly Conservatives, opposed it. The nonbinding climate legislation, negotiated nearly a year ago, will
come into effect on November 4 after 55 countries, accounting
for at least 55% of global emissions, have adopted it.
‘Here at home, we continue to work for Canadians, including
indigenous peoples, businesses, and the provinces and
territories,’ Environment Minister Catherine McKenna said in
a statement. ‘We remain committed to developing a Canadian
plan for clean growth and climate change to support families
and businesses in making our country cleaner and more
competitive.
‘We are the first generation to truly feel the effects of climate
change, and the last that is able to do something about it before
it is too late. Canada’s children will remember today as the day
the world did something about it.’

EV Charging Stations Installed

A BC Hydro pilot project to install 30 direct current fast
charging stations throughout the province has been completed.
The 30 stations connect drivers from the Lower Mainland to
Merritt and Kamloops, and to Whistler. The stations are also
located up Vancouver Island and in the Southern Interior.
Fast charging stations can charge the battery of an electric
vehicle by 80% in just half an hour. BC Hydro has been working
to install these 30 stations since 2012, with help from both the
federal and provincial governments, along with partnerships
with municipalities and regional districts.

BC’s Top Water Challenges

A new report by the POLIS Water Sustainability Project at the
University of Victoria has come up with a list of the top five
water challenges that will define BC’s future. The report draws
on court and tribunal cases, media reports, and insights from
those who attended more than 100 recent events related to
water issues. The five issues are ‘building resilience to droughts
and floods; sustaining water for nature; understanding the state
of BC’s watersheds; protecting water quality for drinking,
swimming and fishing; and, reconciling the water-energy nexus’
(balancing water needs with water-intensive energy production
processes such as hydroelectric projects and fracking).
‘When you take stock of all the examples of water issues
emerging across BC’s watersheds, it amounts to a daunting array
of complex problems,’ says Rosie Simms, a water law and policy
researcher at POLIS, and co-author of the report with Oliver M
Brandes, POLIS co-director. ‘These challenges also a present a
genuine opportunity to collaborate on solutions, including full
implementation of the province’s recent Water Sustainability
Act through development of robust supporting regulations.’
The
full
report
is
available
at
www.poliswaterproject.org/topfivechallenges.

San Francisco to Require Green Roofs

San Francisco, a city already applauded for its environmental
leadership, has passed legislation that will require new buildings
to have either green roofs or solar panels. Owners and
developers will have to either have 30% of their building’s roof
space as a green roof, or have a combination of solar panels and
green roof space. The legislation builds on a previous ordinance

that was passed earlier this year, which required new buildings
to cover 15% of their roofs with solar panels. Now, builders have
the option of replacing a square foot of solar panels with two
square feet of green roof.
The legislation was approved by the San Francisco Planning
Commission unanimously and will seek final approval by the
San Francisco Board of Supervisors later this year. If approved,
the legislation will take effect on the first of January in 2017.

Greens to Vote on Robert’s Rules

Between October 7 and October 31, members of the Green Party
of Canada have a chance to vote on G16-C008, an amendment
to the Green Party constitution that would enshrine the use of
Robert’s Rules of Order in the party’s decision making process,
instead of the previously used Green Rules. The green party in
the riding of Saanich-Gulf Islands (Leader Elizabeth May’s
riding) is urging supporters to vote no to this resolution.
‘The efficiency offered us by Robert's Rules [is] not worth the
price,’ the EDA said in a statement. ‘As Greens we believe in
building bridges, not walls.’
Robert’s Rules of Order were used in this summer’s Green
Convention, with the result that the party was fragmented and
Leader Elizabeth May considered resigning as leader—but did
not.

Great Bear Rainforest Project Wins $100,000
Award

A conservation group that is the collective effort of Greenpeace,
the Sierra Club and Stand (formerly ForestEthics) has earned
the $100,000 Buckminster Fuller Design Award. The
Rainforest Solutions Project has spent decades protecting and
conserving the Great Bear Rainforest. According to the
Buckminster Fuller Institute, the project ‘played a critical role
in identifying a science-based threshold for ecological integrity
in coastal temperate rainforests to limit industrial logging
activities, and helped to develop a new social and economic
decision-making framework.’
The three environmental groups say they will use the money
awarded to track the management of the Great Bear Rainforest
and to examine the processes they used to protect the rainforest,
to see if it is repeatable by other people, groups and
governments.

Gitga’at First Nations and WWF-Canada
Forge Partnership

The Gitga’at First Nation, whose territory is located in the Heart
of the Great Bear Rainforest, and World Wildlife Fund Canada
have signed a partnership agreement this summer to ‘further
their shared goals of marine protection and community
prosperity’. The agreement recognizes Gitga’at sovereignty, title
and ownership of Gitga’at lands and waters, and the authority
to govern activities in their land. It also recognizes the expertise
of the WWF-Canada in marine conservation, and its ‘proven
capacity to implement viable conservation approaches’. Lastly,
the agreement means the groups will work together to protect
the Gitga’at territory, which encompasses approximately 12,500
square kilometres of land and water.
‘We have an opportunity to support each other’s goals,’ said
David Miller, the president and CEO of WWF-Canada. ‘This
agreement is based on the fact both WWF-Canada and the
Gitga’at believe that community benefits go hand-in-hand with
environmental protection. Our partnership is about protecting
the land, water, plants and animals under Gitga’at stewardship
so the community receives long-term benefits.’
www.islandtides.com

Hawaiian Bees Endangered

Bees have been added to the US list of endangered species for
the first time. Seven types of masked or yellow-faced bees that
live in Hawaii, and were once common there, have been added
to the list. Habitat loss from invasive plants and development
is the root cause of the decline of Hawaii’s bees. This is a
problem not just for the bees, either. The yellow-faced bees are
the only insects that pollinate some of Hawaii’s rare native plant
species, as well as more common plants.

Boycott Launched Against Nestlé

The Council of Canadians has launched a national boycott against
Nestlé to protest the company’s bottling of millions of litres of
Ontario groundwater from an aquifer near Quelph. The water
bottling company pumped more than four million litres of
groundwater every day this summer from the aquifer, despite
many parts of southern Ontario facing drought conditions. Nestlé
currently pays less than $15 a day for this water, which it bottles
in one-use plastic water bottles and sells across North America.
The Council of Canadians has published a declaration to
boycott Nestlé on their website, www.canadians.org/nestle.
According to the declaration, the aquifer that supplies the Nestlé
bottling facility dropped around 1.5 metres between 2011 and
2015, but during the same period of time, Nestlé’s water
pumping increased by 33%.
Nestlé operations in BC have also faced opposition. The
company extracted 265 million litres from a well in the District
of Hope this summer, even while Hope experienced a Level 4
drought. In that district, Nestlé pays $2.25 for every million
litres it draws from the aquifer.

Two-thirds of Canadians Approve of
Trudeau, Says Survey

Prime Minister Justin Trudeau’s approval rating has reached
its highest point since he took office almost a year ago, according
to a new survey by the Angus Reid Institute. The survey shows
that 65% of Canadians approve of Trudeau, while just 30%
disapprove. This is up from the 45% approval rating found in a
poll by Angus Reid in March of 2015, and higher than former
prime minister Stephen Harper’s ratings ever got—his peak
approval was 42% and came in December of 2014.
The survey also showed that Canadians are increasingly
satisfied with aspects of the Canadian government such as
health care, foreign policy and relations between the federal and
provincial governments.

BC Greens Ban Corporate Donations

The BC Green Party has made the ban of corporate and union
donations to political campaigns part of their policy. Leader
Andrew Weaver made the announcement during an address to
delegates of the Union of BC Municipalities in Victoria. The
policy change was also supported by Adam Olsen, deputy leader
of the party.
‘Leadership means doing the right thing,’ said Olsen. ‘We
know we need to rid our politics of corporate and union
donations. We know that large organizations buy undue
influence and that this is not in the best interests of British
Columbians. We also know that most British Columbians agree
with us.’
‘There is literally nothing preventing Petronas from donating
a million dollars to the BC Liberals,’ Olsen added. ‘It is entirely
legal under current financing rules.’
In 2015, roughly 60% of donations to the BC Liberal Party
came from corporations and unions. 0
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The Douglas Treaties - Adam Olsen

A close look at a jelly fish.
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Saturna Notes - Priscilla Ewbank

esterday the last of the Haggis Farm
apples and pears were harvested except
a small Gala tree not quite finished
ripening. The Gulf Islands are rolling in big
apples this year, full of colour, sunshine and
ripeness. Any tree right now is laden—or
picked. Disposing of this glut is reminiscent of
zucchini strategies where you thought up
everybody who didn’t have a garden and
planned to meet them with an armful of giant
zucchinis and maybe slip one in the trunk of
their car! We picked 20 boxes of long keeping
Kings for the bakery pie production line. The
basement and the walk-in cooler are stuffed!
And—sigh—everybody seems to know
somebody who has just given them a box of
apples!
The first item of action when we bought this
land we call Haggis Farm was to plant an
orchard. Now, we have the bounty of the Kings
and Gravenstein apple trees and what I call Gulf
Island plums from some thoughtful soul who
lived on this land in the ’40s or so, along with
our own younger orchard.
Not only do we have the pleasure of the
yearly round of fruition: blossoms, tiny leaves,
bees, fruit drop, and tent caterpillars, but we
have the pleasure of picking: up ladders, filling
picking bags and boxes, and using lots of the
fruit in Haggis Farm Bakery pies and flans and
being sure that we pass fruit around liberally to
all and sundry. On a glorious sky-blue day this
Thanksgiving Weekend, Saturna’s Hayward
family—from Bettianne in her eighties to 17year-old Koshi—pitched in to bring in the 2016
harvest. And I am truly thankful for such
happily offered, capable help.

A Trip to Europe

I have just returned from two weeks in Europe.
I am a first generation North American—my
parents are all Celtic mongrels from the British
Isles, post World War II immigrants and Lace
Curtain Irish. However, I had never been off of
our North American continent before. I am not
religious and not Catholic and have spent scant
time in churches. Five days in Dublin was a
great start, speaking English and comparing
what I know to what I saw and being able to
ask questions—lots of them!
Besides cars, Dublin is filled with bicyclers
of every age, dressed casually and formally, no
spandex, few helmets, few bike lanes and
riding plain bikes. All the cars appear new as
you pay extra for any car over 10-years-old, you
pay to insure, to licence and you pay a fee to
drive. Driving on the right side is very
disorienting. I never realized how smart my left
hand is at coordinating shifting and how
inexperienced my right hand is!
The River Liffy flows through Dublin with
historic quay after quay separated by bridges.
At one quay is a replica three-masted schooner,
Jeanie Johnstone, originally built in Quebec in
1847. Hers is the story of a flood of immigration
from Europe to North America. Between 1847
and 1852, over a million Irish landed at Grosse
Isle, an island in the Saint Laurence River.) The
Jeanie Johnston looked tiny in my eyes. She
made 27 runs to Quebec and never lost a single
person on her average 47-day passages. She
was registered to carry 40 people, crew and

passengers and carried at most 254 Irish
immigrants on one trip. The boats were
colloquially called coffin or famine ships as the
immigrants were unhealthy and generally
there were no doctors on board. Her return
haul was timber. In building the replica in the
mid 1990s, the three masts were made of
douglas fir!
Our youngest daughter and I participated in
a country-wide march requesting to repeal the
8th amendment of Ireland’s constitution that
allows for no abortions no matter what the
circumstances. It is reported that over 3,000
Irish women a year go to England for abortions.
Those who don’t have the money do other
things. About 15,000 of us marched down the
main street O’Connell, over the river and down
to the parliament buildings. I was touched by
the number of men, both old and young—about
half of the participants—and babies in prams
that were there rolling along in the midst of us
all. People came from all parts of Ireland
carrying banners and signs representing their
regions. My favorite sign was ‘Don’t let your
theology interfer with my biology’!
I found the Irish to be warm and friendly.
Many people working in the tourist trade are
from Lithuania, Albania, and Italy and have
immigrated within the last 10 years. All of them
have interesting stories to tell about why they
left, what they had hoped to accomplish and
what they have found in their new country.
We went to Italy as well. Italy was gorgeous
in the mid region—Umbria and Tuscany where
we sayed in a rented farmhouse. So much
farming and gardening—great food abounded
at their harvest time! This was my first time in
a country where I do not speak the language,
so the stories of the people weren’t available to
me. This was my first time as a ‘tourist’. So
much to see! I am a dunce digitally, so I could
only make my phone work to take pictures!
We go to see the cathedrals in Europe and
the Europeans come to Canada to see the
glorious wildness. The past came alive through
architecture. The amount of resources poured
into the churches was as startling as their
beauty and craftsmanship. I was dazzled. A
reality of 2016 was demonstrated by seeing
soldiers with guns at major tourist sites.
Europe taught me firsthand how
successions of peoples have been overrun and
assimilated into the conqueror’s new culture.
None of these shifts are free from terror or
grief. And the land will only hold so many,
meeting the needs of most and the ambitions
of a few. After this can come famine, disease,
migration, war ...
For my two week trip, I was relieved from
thinking about how I could improve my
personal life and businesses, and my larger
world of Petronas on the Skeena River, First
Nation’s issues closer to home, Aleppo, and all
the rest.
I’m delighted to have travelled so far and
seen so much. My life is more informed, I bring
more to the table in terms of what to do and
how to consider the issues that humans have
dealt with forever. And I am grateful to have a
home and live within a community that is so
rich and satisfying. 0

hen the WASANEC leaders and Sir
James Douglas met to negotiate
peace treaties in the early 1850s,
they were attempting to reconcile two vastly
different worldviews.
To Douglas, the dozen or so ‘Douglas
Treaties’ were about land. They were written in
order to protect the first settlers living in the
small forts and the land surrounding them
which they needed for food production. To the
WASANEC the treaties were only partly about
land. As importantly, the treaties were about
water.
The language was simple. The WSANEC
(Straits Salish) were to have the freedom to
‘hunt over the unoccupied lands, and to carry
on their fisheries as formerly’. The implications
are broad.
In his book The Salt Water People, Dave
Elliott says ‘We, the Saanich People, were salt
water people. By that we mean the sea was very
important to our way of life.’ He continues, ‘We
had a large sea area in which to fish and hunt
sea mammals. There are no rivers in our
territory and so, we went to the sea to get our
salmon. That is why we are the salt water
people.’
Dr Nick Claxton wrote in his paper To Fish
as Formerly: The Douglas Treaties and the
Saanich Reef Net Fishery, ‘The WASANEC lived
in highly developed cultures with intricate
social system and models of governance. A
major component of this system was the SXOLE,
or reef net fishery. This system allowed the
WASANEC to live and prosper within the bounds
of the Saanich territory for many thousands of
years.’
The WASANEC hunted game and harvested
food and medicine crops from the land, but it
was the relationship to the ocean that was
critical to our ancestors who negotiated with
Douglas. As Tsawout Elder Liz Underwood
said recently while opening an event at the
Shaw Centre for the Salish Sea in Sidney, ‘when
the tide goes out our table is set.’
Photo: Kay Steer

In the early 1980s, my grandfather, Ernie
Olsen, told us of the time when ‘you could walk
across the Saanich Inlet on the backs of the
salmon to visit our relatives in Malahat’. Maybe
a fish story, but he expressed his concern about
the diminishing food stocks in the once
bountiful sea.
These days his fears have been realized: the
beaches are perpetually closed to shellfish
harvesting, wild Pacific salmon stocks are in
decline and the Southern Resident Killer
Whales are dangerously close to extinction.
Meanwhile, the provincial and federal
governments push ahead with their plans to
industrialize the Salish Sea.
In 1992, the BC Treaty process was
established and over the three decades that
followed, negotiations focused on land claims.
The importance of the ocean to the WASANEC
people has been overlooked.
The right to ‘fish as formerly’ has never been
recognized. In the early 1900s, the reef net
fishery was outlawed, effectively disconnecting
the WASANEC from their intimate relationship
with the ocean.
With liquefied natural gas (LNG) projects
proposed in the Howe Sound and Saanich
Inlet, a massive expansion of container ship
transports into Robert’s Bank and Kinder
Morgan’s threat of tripling shipments of
diluted bitumen through the Salish Sea,
WASANEC elders have clearly told the provincial
and federal governments that they cannot
continue to ignore the importance of the ocean
and what it means to our culture and the
quality of all our lives.
The ocean is more than a location for
industry to operate and a super-highway to
move goods. It is the very essence of life itself.
In 2016, as we struggle to balance our
relationship with the land, theWASANEC people
remind us to never forget the critical
connection we have with the fish and sea
mammals of the Salish Sea. 0

An osprey nest

Switch Off Oil and Save
If you’ve been thinking about
switching off oil for home heating,
we can help make it affordable
and easy.
For a limited time, get a $750
credit from Superior Propane
to offset the cost of switching
from oil to propane.*

Learn more at SwitchOffOil.ca
or call 1-855-371-7700
* $750 one time bill credit applicable only to home heat customers switching from oil heat to
propane heat. Propane furnace or boiler installation required through a Superior Propane Certified
Partner. 2000 litre minimum annual consumption. Credit will be applied to customer’s account after
first fill, please allow 8 weeks. Offer expires November 18, 2016. Conditions apply, please call for
details. ® Superior Propane is a registered trademark of Superior Plus LP in Canada.
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TRUTH AND REC?

From untold centuries ago, this land was occupied
By First Nations and the Inuit, who lived and multiplied;
Their life was close to nature in the ultimate degree—
The woods chock full of wildlife, fish in rivers and the sea;
No private property was here, just land and water, too;
With hardship—yes, and they were hardy—hardy through and through;
But trading made life easier, and soon came colonists,
Who brought a different way of life in order to subsist.
But colonists brought money too, a basic innovation,
And with that—trading in resources, ripe for exploitation.
It has been said that money is the root of all that’s evil—
And maybe money’s basic to our present-day upheaval.
The UN Declaration for First Nations, it endorses
The ownership, use and control of their land and resources;
Yet giant corporations rape the land to make a profit,
Though scientists keep telling us it’s time for us to stop it.
It seems our federal government, and BC’s parliament,
Will not endorse the UN Declaration’s plain intent
But if the fed’s continue to condone the exploitation,
I cannot see much future for Truth and Reconciliation.

Photo: Media One

First Nations artist and master carver Carey Newman stands in front of the Witness Blanket at
Government House.

AROUND THE ISLANDS
—H Barry Cotton

A Long Way From Home - Dennis Forsyth

Before moving to Denman Island 22 years ago we spent our
working days in Calgary and our weekends and holidays on a
bush quarter near Rocky Mountain House in central Alberta.
There we kept our horses, put up a little hay and generally playfarmed. And Marilyn lovingly tried to garden in a climate that
usually provided us with fewer than 70 frost-free days.
Our neighbours across the road spent part of their summers
out here on Hornby Island and one fall on their return, John
gave Marilyn a skinny little eight inch long stick. ‘I clipped it
from a garry oak on our place on the coast,’ he said. Marilyn,
ever the uber-optimist, stuck
the pathetic little thing into
the soil near the fence in her
garden.
We were astonished to
find it sporting two little
leaves and a few green buds
the following spring after a
particularly frigid Alberta
winter. The wanna-be tree
kept surprising us over the
next seven or eight years
with continued life—even on
the two occasions when a
winter moose got in and did
a free pruning for us.
We made a visit to the old
farm a few weeks ago with
the friends who now own it. The fences are mostly down now,
the painstakingly cleared hay-fields and pastures are overgrown
and the place has a general look of abandonment. Except for
one shining note of optimism in the old garden. There, defying
all logic, stands a 30-year-old Garry oak. Now about 25-feet-tall
and with two main trunks it was a blaze of glory and testament
to tenacity in the crisp autumn kind of a day that only Alberta
can provide to its long gone old residents.

Campfire Ban Lifted

With fall in the air, the campfire ban in the Coastal Fire Centre
has been lifted. All open fires are once again permitted, along
with tiki torches, burn-barrels, fireworks and sky lanterns.
Category 3 fires still require a permit. These are fires that burn
material more than two metres high or three metres wide, or
more than two piles of any size.
Local governments may still have their own restrictions
however, so it is important to check with local authorities before
lighting any fires.

Heartwood AGM

The Annual General Meeting for Heartwood Folk School for
Sustainability and Resilience is taking place this year on October
29. Interested Pender Islanders are welcome to attend, though
RSVPing at www.heartwoodfolkschool.ca/2016-agm is
encouraged. The meeting will help Heartwood decide in which
new direction it will be going, as the coordinator Zorah Staar

has moved off-island to Victoria. Heartwood is looking for a new
coordinator and new volunteer directors.
Also on that day is a cedar basket making class taught by
Tsawout Elder Skookales. Those who attend the Heartwood
AGM and pay a $5 Heartwood membership fee can attend the
lesson for free. For more information, go to
www.heartwoodfolkschool.ca/arts/basket-making-2016.

New Hospitals a Year from Opening

In a year’s time, two new hospitals will be opening on
Vancouver Island. The new facilities, located in the Comox
Valley and in Campbell
River, are now 90%
complete. Construction
will end in April of next
year, and the hospitals
will
open
next
September
after
clinical equipment has
been installed and staff
Comox Valley Hospital
have been trained.
The Comox Valley hospital will be 428,400-square-feet, with
153 beds. The new hospital in the Campbell River District is
slightly smaller, being 347,700 square-feet and with only 95
beds.
During construction of the new facilities, an estimated 2,200
direct jobs will have
been created, along
with 1400 indirect jobs.
The combined cost of
the two hospitals is
$606.2 million. The
project is being funded
by the government of Campbell River Hospital
BC and by the Comox
Strathcona Regional Hospital District.

Mudge Island Community Park

Mudge Island has a second community park now, as the Regional
District of Nanaimo voted in September to acquire Lot 25, a 0.55
acre lot on Ling Cod Lane. The land fronts Dodd Narrows and
offers great opportunities to watch the tides, orca whales, eagles,
sea lions and other marine life. The former owner, Robert
Littlejohn, allowed the public access to his land for years and,
according to Scott Littlejohn, ‘would be thrilled that his favourite
place in the world will be preserved as parkland’.
The purchase of the land will cost $235,000 and will be
supported by donations from various community
organizations. The Mudge Island Land Trust Association
donated $8,000, while the Gabriola Land and Trails Trust
donated $10,000. The RDN also contributed $12,000 in park
operational funds. Funding for the majority of the park will be
requisitioned through short-term borrowing over a five year
period. 0

BRING YOUR RECYCLABLES TO US…

We’ll take anything with a
deposit for a full refund.

Open daily 9am to 6pm

250.539.2936

SATURNA GENERAL STORE
101 NARVAEZ BAY ROAD, SATURNA ISLAND
www.islandtides.com

Witness Blanket
installation comes to VIU

A nationally recognized and thought-provoking contemporary
art installation about the impacts of Canada’s residential school
era is coming to Vancouver Island University (VIU) this fall.
The Witness Blanket, created by First Nations artist and
master carver Carey Newman, is a wood-based art installation
made up of hundreds of items reclaimed from residential
schools, churches, government buildings and traditional and
cultural structures across Canada. The installation bears
witness to one of the darkest chapters in our nation’s past. A
past that, until recently, was not openly talked about or
acknowledged. It is coming to VIU as part of the national crosscountry tour of the witness blanket, which most recently was
installed in Government House for the royal visit.
‘Since we first launched the tour of the blanket in Victoria
in 2014, the blanket has travelled thousands of kilometers to
remote villages, townships and city centres across the country,’
says Newman. ‘Our hope is people from every community
across the country join us by standing witness to this important
part of Canadian history. We, as a country, need to collectively
honour the survivors, remember the children who were lost
and find a better way forward.’
The Witness Blanket will be at The View Gallery at VIU’s
Nanaimo Campus until November 30. VIU partnered with the
Regional District of Nanaimo on the application to bring the
installation to Nanaimo, and the RDN has also supplied some
of the funding to bring the exhibit to the university.
To accompany the exhibit, VIU’s Office of Aboriginal
Education is offering a workshop on reconciliation called ‘The
Blanket Exercise’, which leads participants through the history
of treaty-making, colonization and resistance, using blankets
to represent First Nations peoples living on the lands in what
is now called Canada.
The exercise, led by VIU’s Elders-in-Residence, will be
offered to interested members of the public several times
during the exhibition, and will continue on afterwards.
The Witness Blanket, consisting of 13 wood panels, is more
than eight feet tall and 40 feet long. The more than 800
collected objects that are part of the installation include braids
of hair, a Métis sash, a scale, a weather-beaten shoe, the door
to the infirmary of St Michael’s Residential School in Alert Bay
and a stone from a community greenhouse in Inuvik. A multimedia presentation within the installation connects viewers to
residential school experiences in a personal way. 0
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Did you appreciate this article? Help Island Tides
pay for publishing it! Mail or phone in your $30
annual subscription today: 250-216-2267. Don’t
delay—be part of the Island Tides team. Thank You!

WELL WATER
IS YOUR

SAFE TO DRINK?

Contamination can occur
without changes in colour or
taste. Be safe, test annually.

250-656-1334

fax: 250-656-0443 Website: www.mblabs.com
Email: mblabs@pacificcoast.net
2062 Unit 4 Henry Ave. West, Sidney, B.C. V8L 5Y1
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It’s apple season on the Gulf Islands! Mayne Island held a community apple press at the Agricultural
Hall, with lively attendance.

S

Wild salmon face an upstream battle
David Suzuki

almon have been swimming in Pacific Northwest waters
for at least seven million years, as indicated by fossils of
large saber-tooth salmon found in the area. During that
time, they’ve been a key species in intricate, interconnected
coastal ecosystems, bringing nitrogen and other nutrients from
the ocean and up streams and rivers to spawning grounds,
feeding whales, bears and eagles and fertilizing the magnificent
coastal rainforests along the way. For as long as people have
lived in the area, salmon have been an important food source
and have helped shape cultural identities.
But something is happening to Pacific coast salmon. This
year, BC’s sockeye salmon run was the lowest in recorded
history. Commercial and First Nations fisheries on the world’s
biggest sockeye run on BC’s longest river, the Fraser, closed.
Fewer than 900,000 sockeye out of a projected 2.2 million
returned to the Fraser to spawn. Areas once teeming with
salmon are all but empty.
Salmon define west coast communities, especially
indigenous ones. The west coast is a Pacific salmon forest.
Today, salmon provide food and contribute to sustainable
economies built on fishing and ecotourism. West coast children
learn about the salmon life cycle early in their studies.
Salmon migrations, stretching up to 3,000 kilometres, are
among the world’s most awe-inspiring. After spending adult
lives in the ocean, salmon make the arduous trip up rivers
against the current, returning to spawn and then die where they
were hatched. Only one out of every thousand salmon manages
to survive and return to its freshwater birthplace.
So what’s going wrong? Climate change is amplifying a long
list of stressors salmon already face. Sockeye salmon are
sensitive to temperature changes, so higher ocean and river
temperatures can have serious impacts. Even small degrees of
warming can kill them. Low river flows from unusually small
snowpacks linked to climate change make a tough journey even
harder.
Oceans absorb the brunt of our climate pollution—more
than 90% of emissions-trapped heat since the 1970s. Most
warming takes place near the surface, where salmon travel, with
the upper 75 metres warming 0.11ºC per decade between 1971
and 2010. Although ocean temperatures have always
fluctuated, climate change is lengthening those fluctuations. A
giant mass of warmer-than-average water in the Pacific, known

as ‘the blob’, made ocean conditions even warmer, with El Niño
adding to increased temperatures. Salmon have less food, and
face new predators migrating north to beat the heat.
Beyond creating poor environmental conditions for salmon,
climate change increases disease risks. Warm conditions have
led to sea lice outbreaks in farmed and wild salmon, and a heart
and muscle inflammatory disease has been found in at least one
farm. Scientists, researching salmon movement through areas
with farms, are finding wild fish, especially young ones, with
elevated parasite levels. Diseases that cause even slight
deficiencies in swimming speed or feeding ability could make
these marathon swimmers easy prey.
Some question whether wild salmon will remain a west coast
food staple. For the first time, the Monterey Bay Aquarium’s
Seafood Watch program has advised consumers to avoid
buying chinook and coho from four South Coast fisheries.
Researchers also predict changing conditions will drive
important food fish north by up to 18 kilometres a decade.
Disappearing salmon don’t just affect humans but all coastal
ecosystems and wildlife. Eighty-two endangered southern
resident killer whales depend on chinook salmon to survive. As
chinook stocks go down, the likelihood that these whales could
become extinct goes up.
Although the federal government has committed to
implement recommendations from Justice Bruce Cohen’s
inquiry into Fraser River sockeye and to follow the Wild Salmon
Policy, reversing this dire situation will take widespread
concerted and immediate action. A weak provincial climate plan
that fails to meet emissions targets and acceptance of new
ocean-based fish farm applications won’t help wild salmon. We
need to move fish farms out of the water and onto land.
Salmon are resilient and have survived ice ages and other
challenges over millions of years. They’ve survived having their
streams paved over. They’ve survived toxins dumped into their
environments. The question is, can they—and the ecosystems
that depend on them—survive climate change and fish farms
and all the other stressors humans are putting on them? 0
David Suzuki is a scientist, broadcaster, author and co-founder
of the David Suzuki Foundation. Written with contributions
from David Suzuki Foundation senior communications
specialist Theresa Beer.
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Butler Gravel &
Concrete…Better

from the ground up!

Reliable Service, Quality Products
& Competitive Prices
Serving All The Gulf Islands

Phone 250-652-4484
Fax 250-652-4486

6700 Butler Crescent, Saanichton, B.C.
Noelle Bellomi, PFP, FMA, FCSI
Investment Advisor & Financial Planner
RBC Dominion Securities Inc.
250-729-3207
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Nanaimo, BC V9T 6N1
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Beat the drought!

POLY TANKS
ALL SHAPES
ALL SIZES

CSA Certified for Drinking Water

RAIN HARVESTING or WELL WATER for GARDEN & HOME
(See also our CSA Certified Septic Tanks)
LARGE INVENTORY • FAST SERVICE
MADE IN BC

8328 River Way, Delta, BC

www.premierplastics.com

Call today for local distributor

1-800-661-4473
office@premierplastics.com

